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Guide to PEN’s Elementary School Factsheets 

Basics:  address, phone, website, grade levels served, school hours 

Regular school tours: most schools offer monthly tours on a regular basis. However, tour days may 

change or new dates be added. Check the PEN web calendar or PEN News for upcoming tour dates. It’s 

also a good idea to call the school a day or so before to confirm.  

Parent Ambassadors: PEN members whose children attend this school, and have offered to share their 

perspectives. See “Contact a Parent” under PEN website’s Explore Schools tab for more info. You will 

typically meet at least one PEN ambassador on a school tour. 

 

Principal 
Lets you know how long current principal has been at school, and if recently assigned, his or her most 

recent previous position. In most cases, the principal will give the tour.  

  

Teachers  
Gives the number of certificated teachers from most recent year. (Unless specified, all PUSD classroom 

teachers are certificated.) Lists any additional key staff, such as nurse, librarian, etc.  

 

Students (2015-16)  Total Enrollment: ###   
  Hispanic  Non-Hispanic Other / No 

ethnicity 

given  (Any race) Asian 

African-

American White 2 or more ethnicities 

% % % % % % 

 English Learners:  % currently classified as EL.  

*% of previous year’s EL students who were Redesignated 

Fluent-English Proficient (RFEP) in the fall. 

Free/Reduced Meals :  % students 

whose family income qualifies them 

for free or reduced-price meals. 

   

Open Enrollment (“OE”) for 2016-17 School Year*  

Projected openings from both the first and second lotteries are shown by grade level. Seats available in 

the 2nd lottery may indicate that not all available seats were filled in the 1st lottery, but principals also 

had a chance to recalibrate the number of OE spaces available, based on a number of factors. 

*Availability of space at end of the OE process does not guarantee that space is available now. Prior 

year data is given as an approximate indicator of “supply and demand” – not a prediction! Projected 

openings for following school year are posted in January. 

 

Enrichment “Extras”        See PEN “Enrichment Basics & Extras” Guide & Summary 

All PUSD students participate in various enrichment activities, including art, field trips and instrumental 

music instruction. Here we call out any special emphases or programs, such as a science/tech/ 

engineering/math (STEM) focus, performing arts opportunities, teaching gardens, and more. For more 

detailed descriptions of what distinguishes each school, see also PUSD’s 2015-2016 School Profiles. 
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Test scores (2016 CAASPP and most recent CST-based data) 

% of students tested who 
Met/Exceeded Standard 

(2016 CAASPP) 

Scored Proficient or Above 

(2013 CST) 

English Language Arts (ELA) 58% 66% 

Math 48% 76% 

Academic Performance Index (API) - API Range: 200-1000; California goal: 800+   

### (2013 Growth API) ### (3-year average, 2010-13)  

Trends:  1-year change (2012-13): +/-       5-year change: +/-   

Ranking updated Spring 2014 based on 2013 test data. (Scale: 1=lowest, 10=highest)  

State Rank: Compares school with all California schools based on California Standards Test scores. 

Similar Schools Rank: How does school compare with other schools of similar size serving a similar 

demographic? Distinguishes effectiveness of instruction from dis/advantages of population served. 

 

WHY DO WE REPORT 3-YEAR OLD TEST SCORES? With the adoption of Common Core State Standards, 

California has changed the way it measures how well students meet academic achievement standards. 

The old standards were rigorous, but the old Calif. Standards Tests (CSTs) were shallow – emphasizing 

memorization of facts, vocabulary, and mastery of mathematical operations over depth of knowledge, 

demonstration of understanding, and ability to apply knowledge and skills in new situations. The new 

California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP) testing was piloted in 2014. 

Testing methods and media are completely different than the old CSTs, and while we report the 

current scores, it will be a few years before we have statewide test score data that give a meaningful 

measure or basis for comparison of schools’ academic performance. We therefore report the most 

recent API & CST scores and trends as a jumping-off point from which to consider what the school has 

done in recent years to sustain or improve achievement.  

What has changed since 2013:  All schools experience change from year to year. Here we highlight any 

recent changes that may impact how the school is performing academically – including enrollment 

numbers, demographics, new programs or facilities, or change of leadership. We also note important 

factors that have remained stable, and may suggest questions you may want to ask when you visit.  

 

School Environment 

Positive recognition programs, behavioral interventions/incentives, student leadership opportunities.  

After-School Programs 

LEARNs is a 5-day/week structured program that provides care – including homework time, recreation 

and enrichment activities - from the end of the school day until 6:00 pm. Parents who wish to use 

LEARNs more flexibly must pay an additional fee ($250/month). Pasadena Parks & Recreation offers a 

recreation-based program which can be used as needed. 

Parent Involvement 

PTA:  We list the current year PTA President or contact, and the most recent year’s membership ##, 

along with other active parent groups and predominantly parent-supported programs or activities. 
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PEN’s PUSD Elementary Enrichment Guide – “Basics” & “Extras” 
 

ALL Pasadena Unified elementary schools follow the same basic curriculum, based on California’s 

Common Core State Standards and a project-based learning (“PBL”) approach to instruction. With the 

support of the Pasadena Educational Foundation (PEF) and community partners such as the Armory 

Center for the Arts and local museums, PUSD also provides all students with standards-based 

instruction in visual art and music. The district also recently adopted a Technology Plan to ensure that 

all schools have access to technology, that teachers are trained to use technology in instruction, and 

that all students receive training and opportunities to use technology in learning. 

 

Enrichment “Basics” 

All PUSD students K-6 receive the following: 

• My Masterpieces program, which includes field trips to local museums 

• Opportunity to learn a musical instrument, beginning in 3rd grade.  

• All elementary school students get instruction in the use of computers and learn to use 

Chromebooks.  

• All middle school students have the opportunity to take a robotics elective and to use a 3D 

printer 

PEN’s factsheets do not include these “basic” enrichment components, but parents should be aware 

that they are part of every PUSD student’s learning, no matter which school they attend. 

 

Enrichment “Extras” 

This section of the PEN school factsheets lists programs or areas of emphasis that exceed the offerings 

you should find at every PUSD elementary school. These are identified by an icon followed by a brief 

description. These “extras” are not necessarily unique to the school – for example, a number of schools 

participate in the Rose Bowl Aquatic Center’s 3rd grade swim lesson unit as part of their PE instruction. 

Unless noted, these extras are part of the school day.  

Visual Art        Dance  Music (instrumental, choral or general   

Drama/theatrical production            Librarian or library coordinator 

STEM (Science Technology Engineering Math) – STEM coach or resource teacher, specialized 

instruction offered regularly to all students or all students in certain grades; 

laptop symbol indicates a specific emphasis on use of computer technology and related skills 

 Athletics – specialized program beyond basic PE requirements 

Garden or other hands-on outdoor classroom feature used regularly; “Farm-to-School” program 

Foreign language instruction offered during regular school day 

 

PEN’s Enrichment Summary Chart uses the above icons to help you find elementary schools that place 

extra emphasis in areas of interest to you and your family. PUSD’s 2015-2016 School Profiles include 

more detailed description of these “extras” and any other features that make that school special or 

define its particular emphasis. And remember that, in many cases, these “extras” are in place because 

parents make an extra effort to fund or otherwise support these programs. 
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PUSD Elementary Enrichment “Extras” Summary Chart 
 

School 
Size 

* 

Average 

#/grade  

Music Art Drama Dance STEM World 

Language 

Staffed 

library 

Garden Athletics 

Altadena S 44          

Cleveland S 35     focus     

Don Benito L 106     /      
Field M 79          
Franklin S 45      focus     
Hamilton L 100     /      

Jackson 

STEM/DLIP 
M 70    

 
 

magnet  
 

  

Jefferson M 67     /      
Longfellow M 85          
Madison M 77     focus     

McKinley (K-8) L 114          
Norma Coombs M 73          

Roosevelt S 51          

San Rafael M 73          
Sierra Madre L 119          
Washington 

STEM 
L 104    

 
 

magnet     

Webster M 79          
Willard IB L 108          

* A note about school size: this chart identifies each school as either small (under 350 students), medium (350-525) or large (>525), based on 2014-15 

K-5 enrollment. While many people like the intimacy of a smaller school, keep in mind that there are trade-offs: fluctuating enrollment can result in 

forced combo-classes (combined grade levels), and in few or no options among teachers, especially at the higher grade levels.  


